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The analysis presented, aims to draw attention
to the potential benefits of adopting partial joints

1. Introduction:
The present thesis aims to display the
behaviour of structural buildings with high inplane dimensions, particularly the length,
contributing with a more practical point of view
in making the decision to adopt or not structural
joints, and choosing the type of joint (full or
partial in height).
The choice of a structure with high in-plane
dimensions (300m), was developed from a
base project, provided by JSJ Design Office.
From this base structure, further models are
considered with different conceptual designs,
discussing

the

impacts

on

the

At an early stage of structural design, it is
necessary to define the distribution of the
structural elements, considering various factors
such as good structural behaviour, building
functionality, and the aesthetic and economic
aspects, in association with the architectural
design. Thus, it is necessary to consider the
external factors to structural engineering, and to
enable its embodiment providing structural
and

structural safety

economy,
and

and

adequate

options should be seen in conjunction with the
seismic

above

all

operating

conditions of serviceability.
The consideration of buildings with high inplane lengths requires, in addition to the
consideration of the actions of the vertical loads
and seismic action, the analysis of the effects
of imposed deformations from shrinkage of
concrete or temperature variations (these later
being less relevant, given the environmental
control of inner conditions of the building).

design,

considering

the

general

recommendations made, for example, by the
Eurocode.
The structural walls of buildings offer many
beneficial features, especially in its structural
behaviour, essentially:


High efficiency in response to seismic
action by high strength and rigidity.



Possibility of ensuring regular dynamic
behaviour (low torsional effect on the

different

structural elements.

efficiency

in the conceptual design of structures. These

fundamental modes of vibration)


Reduce the global deformation of the
structure

The consideration of the imposed deformations
during the conceptual design phase requires to
take into consideration, not only the highest inplane dimension, but also the degree of
restriction imposed on the structural elements.
For example, in Figure 1a), the restriction to a
structural

floor

buried

underground

(basements), that is connected to lateral
containment walls, can generate significant
effects on these elements when considering the
the concretes shrinkage. These restrictions are
also caused by the structural walls used in
elevators or staircases, product of the design of
the seismic action. The diverse possibilities of
distribution

of

these

walls,

may

cause

restrictions on the structure, being necessary
specific analyses to distinct situations.

Figure 1: Plants of a building with different
restrictions: upper levels (a) and basements (b). [1]

Thus, an appropriate analysis should be carried

Figure 2: Partial structural joints - the deformed

out in order to understand the structural

configuration of a beam-column structure with and

response of the different structural elements,

without partial joints due to an imposed deformation.

specifically of the shrinkage of the slabs, where

[2]

restrictions generate consequences in terms of

These partial joints relieve tensions present in

tensile stresses and eventual cracks in the

the slabs and at the same time reduce

concrete, projecting appropriate amounts of

deformations of vertical elements such as

reinforcement.

columns

The consideration of structural joints, which

(elevators/staircases) and, as a secondary

divide the structure, tend to reduce the effects

effect, reduce the risk of masonry walls with

of the imposed deformation due to shrinkage.

poor performance.

and

structural

walls

However, the use of structural joints throughout
the full height of the building, lead in terms of
the global behaviour of the building itself, to a
number of different drawbacks, both from the
dynamic behaviour due to the action of an

2. Imposed deformations:
2.1 Creep

structural

Creep is defined as the deformation which

blocks) and from maintenance requirements

arises, during a long-term period, under the

where infiltrations are quite prominent to occur

influence of a constant stress. In concrete

Therefore, the reduction of structural joints is

structures, the deformation is due to the change

crucial either by its full elimination or by

of volume of the cement paste during the

considering partial joints. The later, aims to be

processing of hardening (drying).

earthquake

(collisions

between

considered only on slabs that present a high
level of restriction or dimensions that cause

2.2 Adjusted Elasticity Modulus

tensile problems, leaving the remaining parts of

The modulus of elasticity considered in order to

the building unaffected, more specifically the

account for the phenomena of creep is denoted

roof slab and several slabs below that level,

by modulus of adjusted elasticity - Ec,adjusted.

depending on the number of total floors above

It is common to consider, given the practical

ground level (see Figure 2). The extension of

difficulty of quantifying the coefficient of creep,

these joints for underground floors (structural

that this parameter is set as ⅓ of the elasticity

areas with higher restrictions due to lateral

modulus of concrete for 28 days.

containment walls) can be convenient, but
without affecting the continuity of the lateral
containment walls.

2

2.2 Shrinkage

consecutive floors and the respective height

The phenomenon of shrinkage represents the
change of volume of a concrete element,
regardless of the state of tension. The structural
consequence of this action is highly dependent
on the level of restriction imposed on the
element. The effect on isostatic structures,
results in a free deformation of the element,
without generating tensile forces. In the case of
a

hyperstatic

structure

with

connections

between the various elements, the
deformation

is

restricted,

causing

free
the

appearance of tensile stress throughout the
different elements. The greater the restriction
imposed, the greater the generated stresses,
and, as the imposed deformation tends to
shorten the element, tensile stresses are
generated for which concrete behaviour is not
the most efficient. It should be noted that, for
the purpose of structural analysis, shrinkage
produces on concrete elements, the same
effect as those of a change in temperature,
being possible by means of
calculations,

determining

an

simplified
equivalent

temperature variation based on total shrinkage
extension (𝜺𝒄𝒔 ) and the coefficient of expansion

separating them. This relation is denoted as
distortion (ϒ) and in general has a relevant
value at ground level - where the boundary
conditions are very distinct and for elements
situated at the extremities of the structure. For
the

Serviceable

Limit

State,

which

contemplates the effect of shrinkage, it is
necessary to ensure that no significant damage
to

non-structural

elements

occurs.

The

assessment of this criterion is not regulated for
the action of the shrinkage; however, it is
possible to take a similar approach to that
considered for the vertical deformation. The
regulation, through EC2 [4] suggests that for
the quasi-permanent combination of actions, it
is necessary to limit the vertical deformation to
a ratio L/500, to prevent damage to nonstructural elements supported on slabs, with L
representing the length of the considered
element. The adaptation of this criterion for the
vertical

elements

is

seen

in

Figure

3,

considering that maximum distortion occurs for
the displacement (𝛿) of length of 2L0 on the
vertical

elements

and

represented

by

expressions 1 and 2.

(𝜶𝒄 ) of the material.
2.3 Horizontal Displacement
The control of the horizontal displacement due
to the deformation of the slabs imposed by the
action of the concrete shrinkage, is an
important aspect in the context of this thesis, in

Figure 3: Deformation of horizontal and vertical

a sense that it acts as a quick criterion to

elements. [3]

evaluate the state of deformation of the vertical
elements, both structural (columns and walls)
and

non-structural

(masonry

walls).

This

displacement is assessed through the relation

𝐿
2𝐿
𝐻
=
=
500 500 250
𝛿
1
ϒ= <
= 4‰
𝐻 250

𝛿<

(1)
(2)

between the relative horizontal displacement of
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3. Case Studies:

square sections varying in height, with the first
four levels (up to the floor 2) 0.8 x 0.8 m2, on
floors 2 to 4, and 0.6 x 0.6 m2, and floor 4 to the

3.1 Structure
The base structural configuration selected for
the current analysis consists of 8 floors, 6
elevated (including the roof), a ground floor and
one underground (2 basements).
From this base configuration, structural walls
are added through distributed elevators, and
extremity walls, denoted by “E” and “L” core
walls, respectively. These types of wall allow
the structural functionality of the building in
terms of movement and access of people, and
collaterally, the adequate seismic resistance
(this based on a real study).

rooftop (Floor 6) 0.5 x 0.5 m2. The contour of
the slabs possesses beams with cross-section
of 0.6 x 0.35 m2. The structural walls have a
thickness of 0.25 m. The "L" walls have a length
of 4.0 m for both direction and the “E” have a
length of 7.5 m and a width of 3.0 m. Finally,
the thickness of the lateral containment walls is
0.35 m. The 4 conceptual solutions are:


300: beam-columns structure



300P: structure with structural walls



300J: structure with structural joints



300PJ: structure with structural walls and
structural joint

The “L” walls are positioned at the extremity
corners at 6 m from each facade. The “E” walls
are evenly positioned along the longitudinal

3.2 Materials & Actions

direction, spaced apart by 48 m.

The materials used are concrete C30/37 and

The structural joints affect a total of 4 slabs, 2

steel A500NR.

elevated, the ground floor and the underground

The effect of the shrinkage is considered only

slab, not separating the slab connection for

on slabs and beams, not applied on the lateral

floor 3 and above, nor separating the lateral

containment walls due to these being in direct

containment walls, due to maintenance issues.

contact with the surrounding soil causing very

These structural joints are located at 70 m and

distinct shrinkage process (slower for the

118 m from each end of the structure. Figure 4

latter). In order to simulate the effect of creep

shows the distribution outlet.

the adjusted elasticity modulus (Ec,adjusted.) is
considered on the whole structure.
The value of total shrinkage extensions chosen
is 𝜀

= −3 ∗ 10 , resulting in an equivalent

variation of temperature of 𝛥𝑇𝑒𝑞 = −30º
The values chosen for vertical loads are
summarised in Table 1.

(M)

Figure 4: Structural configuration.

Vertical Loads

The thickness of the slab is 0.22 m, with drop-

Dead Load

kN / m2

2.5

panels of thickness 0.35 m and in-plane

Live load

kN / m2

3.0

Roof top Live load

kN / m2

0.4

2

dimensions of 4.0 x 4.0 m , achieving spans of
8.0 m in both directions and directly supported
on the columns. The inner columns have

Table 1: Vertical loads.

4

The analysis was carried out for the quasi-

proportions o each line, how the structural joint

permanent combination, according to EC1 [5],

is beneficial.

being the reduction coefficient for the live
load ψ = 0,7,

and

the remaining

300 + 300J AL

6

without

5

reduction.

4
3

3.2 Deformation Horizontal

2

300 J; 3,6

Floor

The evaluation of the deformation is done

300; 5,9

1

through the relative displacement (δrelativo)

0

between consecutive floors, and the limitation

-1

of the distortion (Υ) to a maximum value 4 ‰ .

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6

-2

The following graph (see Graph 1) represents,

Distortion - ϒ (‰)

for all conceptual solutions, the displacement in

300

300 J

height for the lateral alignment, situation where
the columns are externally supported upon the
lateral containment walls, and consequently

Graphic 2: Distortions in height for the lateral
alignment (AL): Solution with and without structural
joint (without structural walls).

suffer higher relative displacements at ground
level. The graph visually allows for a better

300P + 300PJ AL

understanding of the beneficial affect of the

6

structural

5

joints

on

the

horizontal

4

displacements.
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Graphic 3: Distortions in height for the lateral
alignment (AL): Solution with and without structural
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Graphic 1: Enhancement of horizontal displacements

We observed that the co-introduction of
structural joints and partial walls led to:

in the lateral alignment of larger distortion for the
various conceptual solutions.



presented,

making

it

clear

through

the

of distortions in height,

avoiding the existence of peak values.

In order to visually simply the results of
distortion for the full height, graphs 2 and 3 are

Distribution



The distortions present the most uniform
values for the lateral alignment

5



Despite the uniform distribution in height,
from the 3rd floor and above the distortion
suffers a sudden drop in value, reasoning
in the fact that the structural joint ceases to
exist above that floor (inclusive). It should

Figure 5: Stress Control Cross Sections underground
slab: floor -1 (300).

be noted that the consideration of the joint
in 1 or 2 more levels, would be more
effective.
3.3 Slabs
Given

the

Figure 6: Stress Control Cross Sections: elevated

geometrical

configuration

and

floor 1 (300).

dimensions of the building, the slabs are the
main source of shrinkage. The aim of this
analysis is to evaluate the degree of restriction
imposed on these elements, and consequently,

Figure 7: Stress Control Cross Sections underground

the level of stresses generated. It’s possible to

slab: floor -1 (300PJ).

identify two different situations:


In the elevated floors, there is a greater
degree

of

freedom,

even

with

the

consideration of the load-bearing walls,
that impose a certain constrainment.


In

the

underground

floors,

Figure 8: Stress Control Cross Sections elevated slab:

for

all

conceptual solutions, it is noted a strong
imposition of restriction on these slabs, due
to the existence of a connection with the
lateral containment walls.
The comparative

analysis of

the

stress

distribution among the different slab levels (see
Figures 5 and 6) show that for floor 1 the
longitudinal stresses are uniformly distributed,
while floors 0 and -1, show a curved shape
distribution, the reason being that, laterally, the
slabs are restrained from deforming, restriction
imposed by the containment walls (element
without shrinkage).

floor 1 (300PJ).

The configuration adopted for the structural
joints, divides each slab into smaller portions,
relieving the resultant stresses, through the
increase of deformability. This conceptual
design option is undoubtedly effective in
reducing the stresses installed for the elevated
floors (see Figure 8), independent of the
remaining conceptual design options (shearwalls), resulting in moderate constraints of the
structural elements.
In the underground floors, different situations
arise between the various slabs given the
different lateral boundary conditions (see
Figure 7). The outer slabs are connected to the
lateral walls on three edges, with one free edge,
while the intermediate slabs are connected in
two edges, with two free edges. Thus, arising in

6

underground floors, two distinct constraint

The global analysis of the diagram of moments

situations, one of end slabs, and the other of the

for both walls (Figure 9 and Figure 10) shows

intermediate slabs.

that the beam-column structure has a high

For the end slabs, the stress distribution still

influence on the shear walls, no longer having

has a certain uniform cross-section, but with

the isolated console deformed shape for the

some longitudinal asymmetries, due to the

walls.

existence of the free edge. The intermediate

The maximum value of the moment is, as

slabs, possessing two free edges, have more

expected, for both shear balls, at ground level,

freedom of movement in the central alignment,

which is the first level where the difference of

causing a higher deformation of the central

restriction is most noticeable, and consequently

area, with the other edges restricted, therefore

where

stresses are no longer uniform transversely

displacement differential, as shown in chapter

(see Figure 7).

3.2.

there

is

the

largest

horizontal

Overall, the insertion of the structural joints is
quite

effective

in

the

reduction

of

the

longitudinal slab stresses, except for the
connection of the underground slabs with the
lateral containment walls, requiring a closer and
more specific analysis.
3.4 Shear Walls
The effect of shrinkage (from the slabs) acts
perpendicularly to the shear walls as several
horizontal forces applied along the full height,
resulting in the bending of these elements

a)

Figure 9: N1 shear wall: a) Moments structure 300 P;
b) Moments structure 300 PJ.

(flexion). Along with the compressive forces
from the vertical loads, it is necessary to
analyse the behaviour of these elements, not
only through the interpretation of the diagram of
moments, but also through the analysis of the
resistant capacity. This analysis focuses on two
types of walls, one “L” wall (denoted N1) due to
its extreme location away from the centre of
rigidity of the structure, and one “E” wall
(denoted N2) due to its location in the vicinity of
the structural joint. The analysis of the second
wall (N2) shows how different conceptual
designs can affect the various structural
elements, and appropriate analysis should be

b)

The consideration of the structural joints
relieves the restriction imposed on the various
elements, and consequently reducing the
moments

through

the

decrease

of

the

horizontal displacements. This is clear for shear
wall N1, except for the underground section,
where, due to the lateral walls, the reduction of
moments is less than the elevated area of the
wall. As for the shear wall N2, the values of
flexion are globally reduced with the insertion of
the structural joint, except for the value of
flexion at ground level, that is slightly increased.

carried out.
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resistant cross section. This analysis focuses
on two types of columns, one denoted P1, due
to its extreme location away from the centre of
rigidity of the structure, and one denoted P2,
due to its location in the vicinity of the structural
joint (see Figure 11). The analysis of the
second column (P2) is carried out for the same
reasoning as the shear wall N2 in the previous
a)

chapter.

b)

Figure 10: N2 shear wall: a) Moments structure 300 P;
b) Moments structure 300 PJ.

The location of the structural joint is found as
the justification for this occurrence. The partial
elevated slabs deform towards their own centre
of rigidity, which globally tends to be directed to
the centre of rigidity of the whole elevated
structure. As the underground slabs have

Figure 11: Nomenclature and location of the pillars.

different boundary restrictions, the centre of

Rather than presenting the diagrams of

rigidity of the end slabs does not possess the

moments for these elements, the interpretation

same direction as the remaining intermediate

of the effect of shrinkage is done through the

slabs, nor as the elevated slabs, being directed

horizontal displacement in height shown in

away from the centre of rigidity of the whole

Graph 4 for P1 and Graph 5 for P2.

structure.

Column P1, positioned at the greatest distance

This

causes

a

very

distinct

deformation of these walls.

from the centre of rigidity of the whole structure,

Although this situation is quite peculiar and

has the expected deformation, with higher

unexpected, it does not mean that the shear

displacements in raised floors and restricted

wall is under a high stress, being necessary an

movement underground. These displacements

appropriate analysis of the resistant capacity

are reduced when considering the structural

(ULS), usually considered for seismic analysis,

joints. Column P2 is submitted to the same

and the serviceability behaviour (SLS).

conditions as shear wall N2, presenting through
the

3.5 Columns
The analysis and interpretation of the results for
the columns follows a very similar path as of
that carried out for the shear walls, and once
again for the same reasoning. It should be
noted that, while the effect of shrinkage on
these elements is the same as the shear walls,
the columns possess a different and less

interpretation

of

Graph

5,

negative

displacements in the underground area, when
considering the insertion of the structural joint,
due to the reason presented in chapter 3.4 of
the difference in the direction of deformation of
the end slabs situated underground.
Once again, an appropriate analysis of the
resistant capacity (ULS), and the serviceability
behaviour (SLS), should be carried out, in order

8

to justify the overall beneficial effect of the

partial), highlighting the use of the latter, given

structural joints, despite the peculiar and

the many associated benefits.

unexpected situations found along the analysis.

A presentation is made about the factors

Height (m)

involved in the conceptual design phase of the
Horizontal Displacement - P1

structure, noting the two relevant effects in

35

analysis, these being the imposed deformation

30

and the seismic analysis, reconciling these. The

25

analysis of imposed deformations should

20

consider

15

dimensions, but also the degree of restriction

10

imposed on the structural elements.

not

only

the highest

in

plane

For a better comprehension of the analysis

5

developed in this work, it was possible to

0
0

20

40

60

Displacement (mm)
300
300 P
300 J
300 PJ

present the behaviour of both materials, steel
and concrete, and a brief summary of the
imposed deformation (shrinkage).
The comparative analysis of different structural

Graphic 4: Horizontal displacements of column P1.

Height (m)

Horizontal Displacement - P2

conceptions enabled us to verify the influence
and relevance of the behaviour of the structural

35

elements, allowing conclusions drawn from this

30

study that enable a better choice of structural

25

design.

20

Identifying and understanding the various

15

factors involved, has been made clearer, not
only considering the highest in plan dimension

10

as the main factor in the analysis of the effect

5

of imposed deformations. The consideration of

0
-20

0

20

40

Displacement (mm)
300
300 P
300 J
300 PJ

structural walls, and even more evident, the
lateral containment walls, allows to consolidate
and reinforce the idea that the degree of
restriction imposed on the structure is as

Graphic 5: Horizontal displacements of column P2.

4. Conclusions

relevant as the consideration of the dimensions,
viewable by modelling the basements.
The analysis of the distortions has shown that

The present thesis aimed to display a

the

comparative analysis of structural joints in the

horizontal

conceptual design of structural buildings with

standardize this criterion in height, thus

high in plan dimensions, in order to facilitate the

avoiding irregular situations between floors.

decision making of the use of structural joints

The stress analysis made clear the relevance of

and what type of joints to be used (full or

this

partial

criterion

joint

effectively

displacements,

in

situations

relieves

the

tending

to

of

significant

9

restrictions, strongly evident in this work,

[5] CEN - "Eurocode 1 - Actions on structures -

through the underground floors.

Part 1-1: General actions - Densities Weights,

The structural walls are distributed throughout

Own weights, overloads in Buildings", EN 1991-

the full length of the structure and not

1-1: 2002;

concentrated at the extremities, enabling
awareness that the response of the various
elements is not always linear, made clear by the
location of the core wall N2 in the near
surrounding of the partial joint. However,
analysis of the SLS behaviour of the wall was
satisfactory, especially when adopting higher
reinforcement percentages, generally product
of an appropriate seismic analysis for the ULS.
The consideration of an in-plane length of 300m
allows to progressively cover larger lengths for
structures, avoiding drastic interventions, such
as full height structural joints, thus avoiding
future maintenance problems.
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